
The impressive Bosch counter-depth refrigerator, 
featuring the Refreshment Center™, puts your favorite 
beverages on beautiful display. Entertain friends and 
family, or keep everyday refreshments 
on hand and at the ready. 
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Your personal wine cellar.

Sleek display drawer made of tempered glass 
holds up to an impressive 17 standard wine 
bottles, all with pre-programmed temperature and 
humidity. Or, remove the top shelf to make room 
for up to 6 magnum bottles.

From water to juices to 
seltzer.

Stay organized and free up refrigerator space by 
storing all your drinks—up to 35 standard beverage 
cans, in fact—in one easy-to-access drawer.

The Bosch Refreshment Center™ refrigerator features an easy-to-view, easy-to-
reach glass display 

from craft beer and wines, to champagne, 
juice, and other beverages.



Plus, enjoy these additional features available on all 800 series models.

800 Series Features
Refreshment Center™

removes an astonishing >99.9% of 
impurities, including harsh 
elements like chlorine and 
chloramine.

FlexBar® creates extra space in 
your refrigerator and is completely 
adaptable to you and your needs. 
Move the bar up or down. Adjust 
accessories anywhere along the 
bar. Add or remove accessories 

enjoy your new home for wine 
bottles, condiment jars

Beautifully hidden inside, the 
dual-dispensing interior water 
dispenser lets you enjoy pure, 
fresh water with the touch of a 

button or tap of your glass

Enjoy beautiful, pyramid-shaped 
ice right from your freezer. Store 
in the ice bin or remove 
completely for a full drawer of 
ice storage. Ice scoop comes 

Daringly different, Bosch 
black stainless steel helps 
guard against scratches 
and 

drawer system creates extra 
storage

Featured on both sets of doors,

our wide gallon door bins

easily accommodate two large,

side-by-side gallon containers

each.

Designed to offer peace of 
mind, customization, and 

ever 
encounter a problem, the 
Bosch customer service team 
can remotely connect to your 

solution quickly.

Thoughtfully designed in both 
form and function, with 
stunning LED illumination from 
corner to corner and high-
quality durable materials like 
real glass shelves.

Dual compressors and dual 

precise cooling and humidity 

limiting odor transfer between 
the refrigerator and freezer, 
creating the optimal freshness 
environment.

with hidden hinges and discreet,
tucked away feet. Sleek, 
freestanding refrigerators 
effortlessly look and feel built-in.

The sleek, internal stainless steel
back wall is made from the 
highest quality materials. Eye-
catching and durable, it’s a 
timeless design that’s built to 
last. 

Keep your kitchen looking 
beautiful with an easy-to-clean 
stainless steel exterior. Simply 
wipe with a damp cloth, no 
stainless steel cleaner necessary.



Classic 
stainless 
steel.

Sleek and easy to clean, 
classic stainless steel offers 
a timeless design that will 
effortlessly match other 
appliances in your kitchen.

Black stainless 
steel.

Daringly different, Bosch 
black stainless steel helps 
guard against scratches 
and 

bold statement.

stainless 
steel.

Provides a sleek and 
premium stainless steel 
look, combined with the 
cleanability of glass.

arctic white.

Combines a modern and 
contemporary look, with 
the cleanability of glass.

Premium materials like classic stainless steel and the exclusive true black stainless steel add to the beauty 
and longevity of every Bosch refrigerator. 

The right accessories.
Choose from a range of accessories, depending on your needs.

FlexBar® Accessories*
• Bottle holder (BOFLEXBOTL) -
comes standard
•  Shallow shelf (BOFLEXSMSH) -
comes standard

•  

comes standard

Door Accessories
•  90-degree door stop (10012733) -
comes standard

Water Filter Accessories
•  
(BORPLFTR55) - comes stan-dard,
replacement recommended every

6 months FreshProtect® 
Accessories*
• Filter starter kit (FPETHKT50) -
comes standard
•  
replacement recommended every
6 months

*Comes standard only on select models. See matrix on page 40 for details.
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Bar handle.
A classic refrigerator aesthetic with a sturdy, easy-to-grasp handle. 
Available in standard stainless steel. Black stainless steel is 
available in the 3-door model only.

Recessed handle.
The sleek and ergonomic recessed handle design gives 
your kitchen a premium appearance. Available in 
standard stainless steel.
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A better grip.
Whether your taste is modern, transitional, or somewhere in between, a Bosch refrigerator 
is designed with multiple handle options to seamlessly suit your style and preference.
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